Dual-rotation C-arm cone-beam computed tomography to increase low-contrast detection.
This paper investigates the capabilities of a dual-rotation C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) framework to improve non-contrast-enhanced low-contrast detection for full volume or volume-of-interest (VOI) brain imaging. The idea is to associate two C-arm short-scan rotational acquisitions (spins): one over the full detector field of view (FOV) at low dose, and one collimated to deliver a higher dose to the central densest parts of the head. The angular sampling performed by each spin is allowed to vary in terms of number of views and angular positions. Collimated data is truncated and does not contain measurement of the incoming X-ray intensities in air (air calibration). When targeting full volume reconstruction, the method is intended to act as a virtual bow-tie. When targeting VOI imaging, the method is intended to provide the minimum full detector FOV data that sufficiently corrects for truncation artifacts. A single dedicated iterative algorithm is described that handles all proposed sampling configurations despite truncation and absence of air calibration. Full volume reconstruction of dual-rotation simulations and phantom acquisitions are shown to have increased low-contrast detection for less dose, with respect to a single-rotation acquisition. High CNR values were obtained on 1% inserts of the Catphan® 515 module in 0.94 mm thick slices. Image quality for VOI imaging was preserved from truncation artifacts even with less than 10 non-truncated views, without using the sparsity a priori common to such context. A flexible dual-rotation acquisition and reconstruction framework is proposed that has the potential to improve low-contrast detection in clinical C-arm brain soft-tissue imaging.